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suMMhRY
The effects of the wake resulting from control-surface deflection
on the internal performance of two supersonic diffusers (conical center-
body type] and on the engine-body interference drag were investigated .
w in the Lewis 8- by 6-foot supersonic wind tunnel at a &ch number
of 2.0, angles of at:ack from O0 to 10°, control-surfacedeflection
augles from 0° to + , and at a Reynolds number of approximately 1.5XL06
based on inlet diameter. NaceXle-type engines were mounted on a body
of revolution approximately 10 mean chords downstream of and in the
plane of the control surface. The diffuser performance was determined
at two spanwise locations: (1] alined with, and (2) apprmdmately
6 inches outboard of the control-surface tips. A modified diffuser was
investigated in the outboard location. Both diffusers were tested in
the undisturbed stresm.
-.
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The investigation indicated that severe performance penalties
result if the inlet is immersed in the disturbed flow resulting from
1
the trailing vortex, but that these pensltzes may be considerably miti-
gated by a rather small outboard shift of the engines. At the higher
angles of attack and with the control surface removed, the upwash field
generated by the body increased the angle-of-attack effects of the dif-
fuser by
For
.
produced
affected
.
—
approximately 40 percent for both engine locations.
the inboard engine location, the favorable interference hag
by the rektive location of the engines and the body was not
by control-surface deflection.
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IN!IRODUCTIOIV
A serious problem in the desi~ of a missile is the arrangement of
the component parts of the configuration. Althou@ the characteristics
of each part may be calculated or obtained experimentally, the over-aid.
performance of the missile will.depend upon the interrelation of the
components and the interaction of one component on another.
Recent investigations (references 1 and 2) have shown that a favor-
able interference drag can be produced from the relative location of
the missile components, that is, the drag of the complete missile is
less than the sum of the individual hags. For a fuselage with nacelle
engines, the drag wi12 be a minimum when the engines are .Mcated close
to the body and at a station downstream of the maximum diameter of the
body (reference 1}. For a fuselage-nacelle engine configuration of
this type, a canard-type control surface may be advantageous. With
lift, however, a rolled-up vortex sheet is generated by the control
surface, the effects of which appear as Qsses fi total pressure and as
flow angularity. These effects spread laterally as the vortex moves
downstream and if the air inlet is located in this disturbed air-flow
region, serious performance penalties csm result which may, in turn,
alter the selection of component arrangements.
ws investigation was conducted to determine the effects of the
wake resultdmg from control-surface deflection on the performance of
two different diffuser designs mounted on a typical missile configura-
tion and to indicate to what extent the control mi@t influence the
missile arrangement. The investigation was conducted in the NACA Lewis
8- by 6-foot supersonic wind tunnel-at a M.ch nuniberof 2.0, an@es of
..
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attack from 0° to
a Reynolds nuniber
10°, control-surface deflections from 0° to ~“, and
of appro~tely 41XL07 based onbcdy length.
—
SYMBOLS —
The following synibolsare used in this report:
Ac control-surfaceplan area, inclu@ing area formed by extending
—
leading and trailing.edges to body center line, 0.937 sq ft
Af frontal area of body, 0.442 sq ft
CD drag coefficient, D/.q+f
D drag
% free-stream Mach number
. i
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.
~~ mass-flow ‘ratio,value of 1 when free-streem tube, as defined
—
8 tq cowl lip, enters engine
P total pressure
P static pressure
% free-stream dynamic pressure, ~&$2/2
a emgle of attack
8 control-surface deflection
deflection same sense as
Subscripts:
o free stream
away from body
positive angle
2 station in subsonic diffuser
3 entrance to engine combustion chamber
center line, positive
of attack
A conditions in flow field immediately ahead of diffuser
l 2 local
max
APPARATUS AND PRCKTDURE
The model used in this investigation (fig. 1) consisted of a body
of revolution with a canard-type control surface sad two nace~e engines
mounted in the horizontal plane. The body had a length-diameter ratio
of 12 and a maximum diameter of 9 inches.
The control surface used with the inboard engine”location had a
plan area ~ of 0.937 square feet, sa aspect ratio of 3.0, a taper
ratio of 0.5, and an unswept 50-percent chord line. The airfoil sec-
tion was a double cticular arc, 5-percent thick except near the root
where the thiclmess was increasal to 8 percent for structural reasons.
The all-movable control surface was hinged about its 50-percent chord
line and was remotely operated. The nose portion of the body adjacent
to the forward half of the control was fix’&dto and deflected with the
. surface.
Two diffusers (fig. 2) were investigated. The first (fig. 2(a))a
was designed with a straight-taper cowl of low divergence in order to
obtain minimum drag, and for the second (fig. 2(b)), the low drag
4’ IUCA M E52F16
.
characteristicswere comprcmd.sedin favor of higher pressure recovery —
by employing a high-angle lip and a constant-area eection for boundary- *
layer stabilization. This inlet slso had four removable cowl struts
located 90° apart to simulate structural.struts that might be used on
a fulJ.scale engine. The.coordhates for the second diffuser are pre-
sented in figure 2. Neither diffuser utdll.i.zedinternal contraction.
-!
The engines were mounted in two lateral locations, l+ end 2 engine
diemeters from the fuselage, designated hez%in as inboard-engine ioca-
—
tion sad outboard-engine location, respectively. The straight-taper
diffuser was tested in both locations and alone.in the undisturbed
stream. The second diffuser was tested only in the outboard location —
and in the undisturbed stream.
The inlets were nearly alined with the tips of the control surface
at zero angle of attack for the inboard-engine location. For the
investigationwith the engine in the outboard location, the span of the
control was reduced by approximately 6.inches, thus placing each engine
about 6 inches outboard of the control tips without using excessively
long support struts.
Also shown in figure 2 is the orifice used to control engine mass
flow. The orifice consisted of two circular flat plates with open area
segments. The open area.was varied by rotating one of the plates with
respect to the other. Rrevious calibration had determined that for the
-e of flow conditions h me en@nes the orifice-plate flow coeffi-
cient was approxhnately 0.87.
Instrumentation for all engines included static-pressuremeasure-
ments at stations 3 snd B. For one of the diffusers in the inboard
location and for the modified diffuser, total- and static-pressure
rakes were located at station 2. In addition, total-pressure tubes
were flush mounted in the inlet cowl struts (station 1) of the modified
engine.
—
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The mass flow through the engines was determined from the know
open area at the orifice and the static pressure measured at station B
with the assumption that the exit area was choked. The mass flow is
-.
believed accurateto 33 percent. Total-pressure recovery P#Po was
determined from the known mass flow and the static pressure measured .
at station 3 and is considered accurate to Al percent.
—
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DISCUSSIOIf
~ternal-Flow Evaluation
Straight-taper-cowl diffuser. - b order to determine a basis for
comparison of the internal performance of the several model configura-
tions, the straight-taper diffuser was tested alone in the undisturbed
streszn. The diffuser performance is shown in figure 3, where the
total-pressure recovery is presented as a function of mass-flow ratio.
Total-pressure recovery is defined as the total.pressure computed at
the conhustion-chaiber inlet divided by free-stream total pressure;
and mass-flow ratio is defined as the ratio of the mass flowing through
the engine to the mass flowing in a free-stream tube of a diameter
equal to that of the engine inlet. From the curves (fig. 3), it is
evident that the pressure recovery, the maxhum mass-flow ratio, and
the stable subcritical range decrease considerablyas the singleof
attack is increased. The maximum pressure recovery measured i.nthis
diffuser was quite low (81 percent). This low recovery probably
resulted from the low cowl-Mp angle winch produced an abrupt change in
the flow direction at the lip and (because the diffuser had no constant-
area section for boundary-layer skbilization) probably adversely
influenced the boundsry layer on the cowl walls. This presumption ws
supported by total-pressure data at station 2 (not included in this
report), which indicated that the low-energy air was located h an
annular area at the cowl walls. The straight-taper cow
Y
also caused
en abrupt chemge in curvature of the centerbcdy (fig. 2(a) to avoid
internal contraction which probably also adversely affected the dif-
fuser performance.
.
Iacating the engine near the body (l+ engine diameters from the\
body center line, fig. l), had a negligible effect on the pressure
recovery but reduced the mass flow approximately’1percent at the lower
singlesof attack, as shown in figures 4 and 5. However, at sngl.es”of
attack of 6° and 10°, both the pressure recoveries and the mass-flaw
ratios were significantly reduced by the presence of the body. The
range of stable mibcritical operation (fig. 4), however, was essentially
the same as for the investigation of the engine alone. The adverse
effects at the higher angles of attack, as compared with engine-alone
~rformance, are due to the upwash field generatedby the body. Flow.
surveys presented in reference 3 show this upwash field and indicate
that, at an angle of attack a of 6°, the increased flow angle of
1°
attack is approximately 2- , an increase of about 40 ~ercent.2 AS shown
in figure 5, at an a of 10° the maximum pressure recovery of the
engine-body ctiination is approximately the same as for the engine
alone at an a of 14°, indicating again that the effective angle of
*
attack is increased by as much as 40 percent by the flow around the
body.
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The diffuser characteristicsfor the complete configuration
(engines’,body, and control surface] are’shown in figure 6 for -the ‘ , ‘~
inboard engine location. With the engines locat&d l+ engine diameters —
from the model center line, the inlets were almost alined with the
control-surface tips. For an u of 0°, the addition of the control Uo
surface at zero deflection decreased the pressure recovery approx@ately
1 percent of free-stresm total pressure and reduced the maximum cap-
tured mass flow app~oximately 3 percent. Since it was show-nbefore
that at an a of O the body effeqts were very small, these reductions ‘“
are due primarily to the reduced mailable total fiessure in the wake,
even though the control surface was at an a of OO. Increasing the
control-surfacedeflection caused a considerable reduction in diffuser
lo
perfO~ce, especially at a 5 of ~ where the peak pressure recov- “
ery was reduced by more than 12 percent from the value at a 5 of OO.
At an angle of attack of 3°, control deflection resulted in per-
formsnceoreductions similar to those at an a of 0°, except for a
5 of ~ where the effect was less pronounced. As the angle of attack
is increased, tie adverse effects of control deflection are reduced
.-
.
because of the vortex core passing above the inlet.
In order to provide some insight into the mechanism whereby the
*
diffuser is affected by the control-surfacewake, a flow survey -s
taken at the inlet station. The results of this survey are presented
in reference 3 and are partly reproduced in figure 7 which shows the
..
available total pressure and the flow angularity at the inlet station
(the dotted circle represents the inlet). Figure 7 also shows contours
of diffuser total-pressure recovery in the snnulus at station 2. Fig-
ure 7(a) represents the distribution for diffuser operation near criti-
cal (marked A in fig. 6] for an a of 0° and a 5 of OO. Because
neither the control nor the body were producing lift, no flow angularity
was observed although the wake from the-control surface was slightly
dfsplaced”below”themodel center line. This displacement resulted from
a slight pressure gradient developed by the 6upport strut.
—
Part of the.
—
wake enters the inlet and produces a significantasymmetric pressure
distribution; however, the effect on total-pressure recovery as shown
in figure 6(a) is rather small. Figure 7(b) shows the distribution for
point B of figure 6, which was the ”peak-pressur~-recoverypoint for
the configuration at an a of 0° and a 8 of ~ . The total-pressure
distribution in figure 7(b) indicates that a very low pressure area
exists in the entire lower right quadrsmt. !I!hepossibility of separa-
tion exists in theregion where the total-pressure ratio is below 0.55,
.
because this is approximately equal to”walJ static pressure. The total-
pressure distribution from the flow survey shows that a correspondingly - e
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low total-pressure region exists in this area
of the inlet. The flow-angularity plot shows
in the
rather
7
flow field ahead
large deflections
all around the inlet; however, the largest deflections are centered
ab~ut this region of-low tot& pressure, approximately 6° sidewash and
+; upwash. It thus appears that both low available total-pressure air
and flow angularity affect the pressure recovery of the diffuser. l?ig-
ures 7(c) and 7(d) represent, respectively, data points marked as C
and D on figure 6 and show that the regions of low total.pressure at _
station 2 (diffuser total-pressure distributions) correspond, ti gen-
eral, to the regions of low available total pressure at the inlet sta-
tion. The flow angularities induced by the control surface and the
body also undotitedly affect the distribution; however, no clear trend
is apparent for these conditions. At an angle of attack of 10°
(point E on fig. 6), however, the diffuser is primarily affected by
the flow angulari~ as shown in figure 7(e). The flow survey shows
only a sli@t available total-pressure loss, whereas, the flw- deflec-
tions induced by the body, added to the 10° a@le of attack of the
engine, caused large losses in the diffuser. Thus, apparently both a
reduced available total pressure and an increased flow angularity (due
either to the control or the body) can cause regions of low total pres-
sure in the diffuser passage. These low-ener~ regions can be particu-
larly serious in the burning case and certainly would cause added com-
plications to the fiel i@ection and distribution problem.
.
.
The performance characteristics of the straight-taper diffus.~ for
the outboard-engine location configuration are shown In figure 8. With
the inlet located well.outside the free-strewn proJection of the
control-surface tips, the diffuser performsace was not seriously
affected by control deflection, although measurable changes were noted.
At the higher angles of attack, because control deflection had only a
relatively small effect on the pressure recovery and the mass-flow
ratio, the large decreases fmm the engine-alone characteristics can be
attributed to the upwash field produced by the body. b figure 9, a
comparison of tie diffuser perfo~e for the two engine locations
shows that, in general, the pressure recovery for the inboard-engine
location was lower than the recovery for tlx outboard-engine location.
At the high angles of attack, control deflection had comparable effects
on the diffusers for both ehgine locations, as did body upwash. At the
lower angles, however, control deflection bad a considerably more
adverse effect on the diffuser performance for the iziboard-engfneloca-
tion. This suggests that the effects of the vortex developed by the
control-surface tips (or the rolling up of the vortex sheet) remains
somewhat localized as the vortex moves downstream and that the large
. reductions in diffuser performance may be considerably mitigated by a
rather small outboard shift in the inlet location if a canard-type con-
trol is to be used.
.
..
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mgh -pressure-recoverydiffuser. - The _dif@m desiged for high
pressure recmery was tested in the undisturbed stream and in the
outboard-engtie location on the body to determine if performance reduc-
tions comparable to those of the straight-taperdiffuser would result
froI.ua high-performmce diffqser. The characteristics of this diffuser
tested In the undisturbed stream both with ti without cowl struts sxe
shown In figure 10. Comparison of the recovery of the modified dif-
fuser with the straight-taperdiffuser indicates.that the modified
design gave much better total-pressure recoveries at all.angles of
attack up to 16°. Because both conical center bodies were of’25° half. ,
angle, the supersonic losses should be about the ssme, and hence the
increased recovery must have resulted from the subsonic diffuser. As
shown in figure 2, the modified design has a much more gradual rate of
subsonic diffusion than the first diffuser and has a lip angle more
nearly alined with the local flow. “Theoretical supersonic losses for
a 250-cone half-angle diffuser at an a of 0° and a Mach nuniberof 2.0
are approximately 10 percent of free-stream total; thus the subsonic
.
losses must have been only about ~ percent of
this diffuser.
At angles of attack of 10° and above, the
pressure recoveries markedly. For example, at
tion of the cowl struts increased the recovery
—
.
.
free-stream total for .-
.
cowl struts improved the
.
an a of 20°, the addi- .-
by about 5 percent of
free-stresm total. A possible explanation is-tkt the st&rts acted as
turning vanes and by helping to turn the flow, reduced the losses.
The investigation of the modified diffuser b the outboard-engine
location on the complete model showed that deflection of the control
surface had very little or no effect on the diffuser performance and
complete data are not presented. The maximum recoveries for this con-
figuration, as a function of @e of attack, are presented in fig-
ure Il. The increasing difference between the engine-alone recoveries
and those for the engine-body - control-surface cmdxbation indicate
that the upwash field of the body influenced the mcdified diffuser in
much the ssme manner as it influenced the straight-taperdiffuser. ‘
F&obably because the modified design gave such high performance at zero
angle of attack, increasing the angle of attack had a more adverse ,
effect on the recoveries than it did for the straight-taperdiffuser.
Drag Evaluation
From the investigation of the diffuser characteristics (iriboard-
* engine location) with control deflection, severe penalties have bees
shown to result in the form of reduced pressure recovery (and hence
reduced thrust] from,a canard-type control surface. Because favorable
drag interference was the chief determinant of this type of component
.-
.
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Urangement, an investigation was conducted to determine the effect of
Wntrcl deflection on the interference drag for supercritical engine
flow. The drag coefficient is defined as the sum of ald the drag
forces on the external suifaces of the model.
The drag of the configuration (body - control surface and two hori-
zontal engines) increased rapidly with control deflection (fig. 1.2).
b order to determine if this increase were due entirely to the
increased drag of the control surface at angle @ attack, the drag of
the control surface in the presence of the body was experimentally
determined from the difference in drag between the body plus control-
surface combination and the body alone. The control-surface drag
(fig. 12) shows that the change inconfiguration dragi.s entirely
accounted for by the -increasein control-surface drag and thus, within
the ~erimen’tal. accuracy, the vortex frm the contra surface had no
effect on the favorable interference,drag.
Therefore with the engines placed close to the body, two opposing
effects sre noted. Because the inlets are tiersed in the disturbed
fluw fimm the control surface, diffuser total-pressure recovery and,
hence, engine thrust will.be reduced. Huwever, the relative location
of the engines and body produced a favorable interference drag and it
is possible that this rduction in drag may be greater than the loss of
thrust, thus resulting in a net gain in configuration thrust minus drag.
Em4MAm OF RESULTS
An investigation to determine the tifects of control-surface
deflection on the internal performance60f a diffuser at a Mach nuniber
of 2.0 and a Reymolds nuniberof 1.5X10 based on inlet diameter was
conducted in the Lewis 8- by 6-foot supersonic wind tunnel. The dif-
fuser inlets were located approximately 10 mean geometric chord lengths
downstream of the control surface. The straight taper diffuser was
tivestigated in two spanwise locations: (1) alined with, and (2] to
approximately 6 inches outboard of the control-surface tips at an angle
of attack.of O“. The modified diffuser was’imestigated in the
outboard-engine location. .
The following results were obtained:
1. If an air inlet is dined with the control-surface tips, severe
losses in pressure recovery and mass-flow’recqvery can result as com-
pared with the diffuser characteristics in the free stream. These
. losses are due to a reduced available total pressure and to flow angu-
larity in the stream.
.
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2. Moving the inlets outbosrd of the vortex field from the control- _
surface tips (1.6 inlet diameters for this model) considerably @roved
the diffuser performance at the low angles of attack where the control- .
surface effects are most pronounced. -—
3. With the control surface removed, the upwash field produced by
the body at the higher angles of attack adversely affected the dif-
fusers in both engine locations to approximately the same extent. The
flow deflection produced by the body increased the effective singleof
attack of the diffusers by approximately 40 percent.
—
4. From the investigation of the modified diffuser in the undis-
turbed stream, it is indicated that the addition of cowl struts in the -
engine inlet may @rove the performance considerably at the higher
angle of attack, possibly because of the flow-turning effect of the
struts.
5. For the inboard-engine location, the favorable interference
drag createdby the relative positions of the engines and body was not
effected by control-surface deflection.
Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
Cleveland, Ohio
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Figure 7. - continued. Total-pressure-recoVeryoontoursat station2 and flow survey
at inlet for mcdel with inbosmi-enginelooationat severalmodel angles of attaok
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Figure 7. - Concluded. Total-pressure-recoverycontoursat station2 andflowsurvey
at inlet fcr mcdel with inboard-enginelocationat severalmcdel mgl.es of attack
ad control-surfacedeflections.
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